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1.
An Analysis of Roman Educational Theory ana
Practice Based on the Institatio Cratoria of
II. Fab i us ,uintilianus
.
1 . Introduction
Ii there is one institution in which our faith today
abides unshaken, it is the school. A2i hope for a tftbl&e
yet progressive future is centered in the education of youth.
Should they arrive at maturity without the advantage of suit-
able scholastic training, then we have builded in vain anu
society and government shall forfeit the gains made by count-
less generations. Close, therefore, is trie affinity which ex-
ists between civilization and education. And, as it is today,
so was it of old when Rome held sway over the countries about
the Mediterranean, For the Romans had assimilated the best
features of the older cultures and had added to them their
peculiar gifts of organization and government with the result
that during the long and pe. cef ul years of the empire, these
varied advantages in large measure became the common property
of the peoples throughout Europe who dwelt in the provinces
of the Roman 3t;..te. And to realize how well this civilizing
process was carried out, we hc.ve but to recall our deot to
Rome in the field of government, law, literature, -;rt and
morality. In vie ,r
,
then, of this cultural bequest, an analy-
sis of the educational system, which helped so largely to

shape the cultural traaition of Roma ana to pass it on to
posterity, cannot oe unprofitable nor unins tractive ior the
modern student of education. Accordingly our aim will oe to
examine ana evaluate the aims, programs and methods of the
Homan schools.
How the period which we have chosen to study is that of
the early empire, at which time Rome *vas welcoming within her
portals ambitious provincials who could, if they so merited,
secure for themselves positions of eminence ana responsibility
The closed system of "liome for Romans " had become a matter of
history and the melting pot had oeen put to the service of re-
fining and moulding the diverse social groups, which inevi-
taoiy found their way to the empire's capiuii. AjgfcfUg the
provincials destined to become aistinguished came Uarcus
A.-iius ^uintilianus , a native of Calagurris, Spain, in. 68 A.D.
And it is his work on Sdaoation, the Institutio Oratoria,
upon which we are oasing this analysis. A finer treatise on
educational practices and procedures it would oe difficult to
find, since he came to the wyiting of it after years of pro-
» fessional service as a successful pleader and a teacher,
fortunately, nature had given him, in no trifling measure, the
Homan gravitas and this sober judgement and good sense stoou
him in go^d stead when he undertook to write on education.
Nor was this merit unappreciated at Home,
fl) )ufl Hist, of Silv. Lat. pg. 1£8

Martial hails him:
Quintiliane, vagae moderator summe iuventae,
Gloria Romanae, Qaintiliane, togae. (1)
Even Juvenal mentions his name as synonymous with eloquence
and learning. (2) But Quintilian's message did not oease to
be of value when Rome and her empire were but a memory, for
his treatise has claimed the attention of schoolmen from then
until now, as Mr, Colson has pointed out at length. (#)
Notable among these are the names of da Feltre, Piccolomini,
Guarino, Agricola, Bebel, Vives, Melancthon and Erasmus. And
the relationship of t/uintilian to out day is clearly indicated
by Mr. Duff, who writes, "Within the field of rhetoric, no a
ancient writer has rivalled him in varied fulness of achieve-
ment. He not merely gave us an excellent treatment of grammar
in its literary aspects, of rhetorical technicalities, of
idiomatic and euphonious prose, of the contrasted virtues
and styles perennial in speaking and the avenues toward success
he not merely left us an incidental sketch of select Greek
and Latin authors: but even outside the realm of composition
and criticism he proved himself to be one of the great edu-
cators. Though there may be no inijing of modern psychological
pedagogy or of recently devised intelligence tests, yet
(1) Martial Ep. II-90-1
(2) Juvenal Sat. VI-280--VII-186-198
(3) Colson. Ed. — Inst. Or.— Intro.
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many of the eternal principles of a so and edacation are to be
found in him stated for all time with convincing authority.
The fact that man,/ of his pronoancements ret-: in their appli-
cability amidst modern problems of teaching is, like the
constant citation of his crix. cai dicta, among the proofs of
his permanent value." (1)
The Institatio Oratoria consists of twelve books, in
which are treated elementary, literary and rhetorical ed-
acation and the informal, private stady which should enter
into the daily routine of the cultured gentleman. Qaintilian
himself explains his method as follows:
Ham lioer primus ea, quae sunt ante ofxicium rhetor is,
contiae :>it . Becando prima apud rhetorem elementa et qu~e de
ipsa rhetorices substantia quaeruntar tractabimus. Quinque
deinceps inventioni, quattaor elocationi, in cuius partem
memori. c pronuntiatio veniunt, damntar. Unas accedet, in
quo nobis orator ipse informandas est, ubi, qui mores eius,
quae in suscipiendis
,
discendis, agendis causis r^tio, quod
eloqaenti:. e genua, quis agendi de >eat esse finis, quae post
finem stadia, quantum nostra vaeoit infirmitas, dissere-
mus." (2)
- Accordingly, the 'content-matter of our paper naturally
falls into four divisions; -the first of which will deal with
the elementary school (Ludus litterarius ) , the second with
(1) Luff, Lit. Hist., 409
(2) Quint. In. Or. I rroem 21-22
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the training undei the "Grammaticus n
,
the third with the
teaching of the ".Rhetor" while the fourth division will treat
of the post school activities of the or- tor.

6.
II. Ludus Litterarius.
The Lucius Litterarius was established in the latter days
of the Republic in order to impart those elements of education
which the parents of a simpler period took pride in teaching
personally tottheir children. (1) The immediate objective of
this school was to train the child to read, write and calculate
without difficulty. Cuintilian mentions only reading and
writing (scribendi legendique facultatem) as necessary require-
ments for entrance to the school of the grammaticus. (2)
His failure to list a requirement in arithmetic may be explain-
ed by the fact that this subject was desirable only in so far
as it was useful and for the purposes of every-day life a
rudimentary knowledge of it was quite sufficient. (3) Horace
genially makes note of this utilitarian outlook in the well
known lines:
Romani pueri longis rationibus assem
Discunt in partes centum diducere. "Dicat
Filius Albini: Si de quinoue remota est
Uncia quid superat? Poteras dixisse." "Triens." "En
I
Rem poteras servare tuamV (4)
Such being the case, one may safely conclude that the
Romans expected of the Ludus Litterarius but immediate and
(1) Plutarch, Cato £0 (4) Horace Ars Poet. 325
(8) Inst. Or. 1-4-1
(3) Quintilian lists arithmetic as a minor subject on the
program of the grammatious I-X-35
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practical results. The larger and ultimate objectives which
we formulate for our elementary schools, they evidently felt
could best be realized by good jorne training and wholesome
contact with society.
One of the first questions which oomes to mind on thought
of this subject is at what age did the child enter upon this
training, tuintilian declares that some authorities designate
seven years as the proper age fl) and this probably was the
general policy of Roman schools. (2) His own opinion is that
children should undertake rudimentary studies so soon as they
are able to speak (ex quo loqui poterunt) (3) To be sure, he
does not require the child to acquire much (lucrum parvum)
but the basis of his policy is the contention that the child (s
mind should not "lie fallow" (vacare cura) for any length of
time. Of course, we must consider that in Quintilian T s
discussion of this period of training he has in mind the child
of wealthy parents who would be instructed by tutors. This
Qwynn (4) suggests from the references to an alphabet of ivory
letters (elourneas litterarum formas) (5) and the discussion
of the merits of public and private education (domi atque
intra privatas parietes student em continere an frequentiai*
scholarum tradere) . (6) Furthermore Quintilian advocates that the
(1) Inst. Or. 1*1-15 (4) Qwynn Rom. Ed. pg. 187
(2) Sandys Ed. pg. 228 (5) In. Or. 1-1-26
(3) Inst. Or. 1-1-18 (6) In. Or. 1-2-/
Ic
e8.
child receive its first lessons in the dree:: tongue fl) after
much the same fashion as wealthy 3nglish bairns at a tender
aj;e are initiated into the mysteries of the : 1renoh language
•
Jifferenoes resulting from individual mental alertness
and pre-school training have engaged the attention of many
research workers of today in education. After declaring that
the skillful teacher -'ill first t >e cognizance of the char-
acter and ability of each pupil (Tradito si^i puero docendi
peritus ingenium eius in primis n'turamque oerspiciet
. ), (2)
Ouintilian comments on the former of these proolems as follows
Stint quidam, nisi institeres, remissi, ouidam imperia indig-
nant ur, quosdam continet metus, quosaam debilitat, alios
continuatio extundit, in aliis plus impetus facit. Mini illc
detar puer, ^uem laus excitet, qnem gloria iuvet, qui vie t as
fleat. Zic erit alendus amoitu, hunc mordeoit ooiurgatio,
hunc honor excitabit, in hoc disidiam numouam verebor. (3)
How, this is a good though terse description of the types to
be found in any normal curve of distribution as veil as an
astute observation as to what lines of motivation are likely
to prove effective for each. In the case of young children,
ouintilian mentions memory as the best indication of aoility
(ingenii si ---nun in rvis praecipuum memoria est), (4) and he
(1) In. or. 1-1-12
(2) In. .Jr. 1-3-1
(o) :n. Or. 1-3-6-7
(4) n. or. I -1-31
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stresses moral goodness as a natural concomitant of reel talent
and a more important ouality than intellectual keenness (nam
probus ouooue in primis erit ille vere ingeniosus aliooui
non peius duxerim tardi esse ingenii nuam mali) . (8) The
teacher is earned also against the seductions of superficial
smartness and is advised that such development is usually
short-lived ( Iliad ingeniorum velut praecox genus non t erne re
amqaam pervenit ad frugern Hon subest vera vis nec penitus
amisses radioibas nititur; ut ^uae summo solo sparsa sunt
semina, celerius se effundunt, ©t imitate spicas heroulae in-
aniius aristis ante messem flavescunt. i^lacent haec annis
comparata; deinde stat profectus, admirttio decrescit.) (2)
-is regards pre-school, informal education, Q.uintilian is
aole in a few orief paragraphs to appraise with exactness
the lasting effects of childhood environment and to indicate
the procedure to oe followed o:/ the parent solicitous of his
child's w«lfar»« Anticipc ting the 3 eh?. viourists , he writes,
"Bt nature tenacissimi somas eorum, quae ruaious animis per-
cepimus; ut sapor, -uo nova im'ouas, durat, nec lanaram colores,
quibus simplex ille candor mutatus est, elui possunt". (3)
And so in accordance with this ooservation the parent is
warned of the harmful influence of nurses and ptedagogi who
lack mental refinement and positive oharaeternhich last is to
(1) In. Or. 1-3-2 (5) In . r. 1-1-5
f2) In. Or. 1-3-3-5
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taxe precedence over mental oualifications . (Ante omnia ne sit
vitiosus serrao nutricijus, quas si fieri possit sapientes
Chrigssipus optavit, certe quantum res pateretur optimas eligi
voluit. Bt morum ouidem in his head ctubie prior ratio est,
recte tamen etiam loruantur . Has primum audiet peter, ha rum
verba ei'finhere imitando c n-. jitur. (l)--Je p*;ed:. sogis hoc
amplius, at ciat sint eraditi plena, qaam primam esse odram velifli
atrt se non esse eraditos sciant. ITec minus error eorum nocet
morions. (H)
The program of studies at the Indus Litterarius was of
course elementary. t;uintilian makea mention of learning the
alphabet, how to read, spell and write and of memorizing
"copy-book maxima . " Cicero tells us he memorized the Laws
of the Twelve tables at a tender age (Jiscebamus enim pueri
duodecim ut carmen neces sarium, quas iam nemo discit); (3)
but the custom seems to have died out. as regards the maxims
(sentsntiae) committed to rnemorvITr. ./arde bowler gives the
foil awing exam o 1 e s .
Avarus ipse miseriae causa est suae.
l.'alum est consilium nuod mutiri non potest.
Sravissima est probl homiais iracundia.
Homo totiens moritur, quotiens amittit suos.
Cicatrix conscientiae pro vulnere est.
^linus saepe pecces, si scias ^uod nescias. (4)
(1) In. Or. 1-1-4
(2) In. Or. 1-1-8-^
(c) Cic. De Teg. 11-59
(4) I bowler 'ooc . Lxfe pg 185
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A propos their content, the author of the Institutio Oratoria
mentions this detail: Ii quoque versus non otiosas velim
sententias habeant sed honestum aliauid monentes. (1)
Quintilian makes no reference to the teaching of arithmetic
at this period. Evidently it was acquired by a simple
memory-process and not greatly stressed, in this connection
the following statement is of interest: "There is no trace of
the science of numbers being studied or used by the Romans ex-
cept for practical purposes. Their well-known numeral system
is supposed to have been derived from the Etruscans. They
calculated on their fingers and on the abacus, a board or tray
divided into spaces and strewn with sand. Mental arithmetic
was taught in the shcools at least in the age of St. Augus-
tine. But the science attained no higher development. (2) "
In the teaching of thei program, quintilian recognized
the use of several pedagogical methods. First, there is the
drill with the proper arrangement of its elements—Neque enim
mihi illud saltern placet ut litterarum nomina et contextum
prius quam formas parvuli discant. Obstat hoc agnitioni
earum non intendentibus mox animum ad ipsos ductus, dum ante-
cedentem memoriam sequuntur.
—
Quapropter optime sicut homi-
num pariter et habitus et nomina edocebuntur. (3) There is a
sensory learning—Non excludo autem, id quod est invent urn
(1) In. ur. 1-1-36
(2) Sandys ed. Lat. Stud. pg. 228
(3) In. Or. 1-1-24

irritandae ad disc end am infant iae gratia euurneas etiam
litterarum formam in lusum offerre; vel si ouid aluia, no
intuerei, nominure iucundum sit. (1) There is cited a pro.cti-
cal way of teaching handwriting ".'herein accuracy is acquired
before speea: Cum vero iam ductus sequi doeperit, non inutile
erit eas taballa* quam optime insculpi, ut per illos velut
sulcos dr.Ccti.r stilus, xiam neque erraoit, quemadmodum in
ceris ( cont xnejitur enim utrimque marginious neque extra prae-
scriptum egredi potent) et celerius ac saepius sequenao certa
vestigia firmabit articulos, neque egioit adiutorio maiiam
suam liianu superimposita regentis. (2) Similar advice is
given for drill in reading: Incrediuile est, quantum aior. e
lectioni festinatione adiiciatur . .Oerta sit ergo in primis
lectio, deinde coniuncta et diu lentior donee ezercitatione
conting: t emendct. velocitas. (3) Contrary to the modern
doctrine, Quintilian hela that the faculty of memory can oe
strengthened and developed oy practice and that this is the
chief work of a teacher at this period, (llemoria praecipeue
firmatur at^ue alitur exercitatione, et in his de qui jus nunc
loquimur, aetatious, quae nihildum ipsae generare centium pos-
sit (4)And finally, the fact that the learning process at this
magis ilia aetas gaudeat, invenire potest, quoa tractare
(1) In. Or. 1-1-00
(2) In. Or. 1-1-2 7
(3) In. Or. 1*1-32
(4) In. jr. 1-1-5
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must not oe hurried and that motivation and achievement should
oe cunningly employed is duly noted. (iiec sum adeo aetutum
imprudens, ut instsndum orotinus teneris acerje putem ex-
igendamque plane operam. Bam ia in orimis oavere oporteoit,
ne studio, oui amare nondum potest, oderit et amaritudinem
sernel perceptam eti;m ultra ruaes ahnos reformidet • Itusus
hio sit; et r&getur et laudetur et numauam non fecisae se
gaudest, alif uando ipso nolente docetttur alius, cui invidevt;
eontendat interim et saeoius vincere se putet; praemiis etiam,
nuae capit ilia aetas, evocetur.) (1)
In recent years, man's social nature has been emphasized
more and more. The psychologists and psychiatrists have
catalogued at length lists of ailments directly attrioutaole
to the inhibition of man's gregarious impulses. Responding
to this emphasis, our schools have given the study of sociol-
ogy an important dace in the curriculum; likewise they have
urged students to affiliate themselves with some extra-curri-
cula activity for the practical lessons and Bd¥aiitages to be
gleaned from such cont.cts. Participation in sports has oeen
accredited an important factor in the development of personal-
ity and character. How, our present attitude toward social-
ization does not differ widely from tuiatilian' s . As a basio
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proposition he writes: "Ante omnia futurus orator, cui in
maxima oelebritate et in media rei publicae luce vivendum est,
adsuescat iam a tenero non reformidare homines neqtie ilia
solitaris et velut umbratica vita pallesoere. (l0> This
statement, I take it, is indicative of the author's realization
that the child needs to express himself naturally and with-
out self-consciousness in the presence of others, and that from
childhood the individual must learn to respect the attitudes
of others and accomodate himselfto their dispositions. Nor is
thisreading too much into his words, for he goes on to say
"Excitanda mens et attolenda semper est, quao in eius modi
secretis aut languescit et quendam velut in opaco situm ducit,
aut contra tumescit inani persuasione; necesse est enim
nimium tribuat sibi, qui se nemini comparat. Deinde cum
proferenda sunt studia, caliga in sole et omnia nova offendit,
ut qui solus didiceret quod inter multos faciendum est. " (2)
The teacher is advised to watch the children at their games,
if he wishes to observe certain traits of character in the
children.! 3) There is knowledge that certain vices flourish
in an atmosphere of solitude. (4) And, lastly, the friend-
ships which spring from school-boy associations are fondly
recalled in passing. Mitto amicitias, quae ad senectutem
usque firmissime durant
(1) In. Or. 1-2-18 (3) In. Or. 1-2-4
(2) In. Or. 1-2-18 (4) In. Or. 1-2-20
-<
f
religiosa quadam necessitudine imbutae. Lfeoue enim est
sunctius sacris iisdem quam studiis initiari. (1)
The teacher in the elementary school (magister ludi or
litterator) did not enjoy much respect from the community.
This circumstance was due, no douot, to the fact of their
origin--many of them were either slaves or freedmen (£)--
and to the fact that their remuneration was very small: "-Aft
elementary teacher had something like $3 per annum from each
pupil." (5) The relationship between teacher and pupil was
ever a sacred one in the Roman tradition. Juvenal codified
the ethics of the profession for all time when he "'rote:
Maxima debetur puero reverentia. (4) And Quintilian never
tires stressing the need of upright moral character in the
teacher. (5; Then as now there were many instructors who
considered it necessary to help along the learning process
with a liberal bestowal of external grace. Horace remembers
one such: Orbilius plagosus (6), ani Juvenal recalls another
et nos ergo manum ferulae subduximus. f7) Bat ! uintilian
declares thatintellectual progress depends on goodwill, and
this cannot be obtained by compulsion. (8) He then goes on
to decry flogging in these terms: Caedi vero discentes, uam
fl-J In. Or. 1-2-20 (5) in . or. 11-^-3
(2) ohowerman, Rome & Romans pf 95 (6) Hor. Epp II-1-71
(3) SaOwerman ioid. 198 (7) Juvenal Lat. 1-15
(4) Juvenal Lat. XIV-47 (q) in. Or. 1-3-8
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li'oet et reoeptum sit et Chr.yssipas non improoet, minimevelim.
Primam, quia deforme at ae servile est et oerte, (quod cen-
venit, si aetatura mates), iniaria est, deinde, -aoa, si cai
tarn est mens illi jeralis, at obiargutione non corrigctar, is
etiam ad plagas at pessima caaeqae mancipia darabitar:
postremo, qaod ne opas erit oaidem hao castigatione, si assid-
aas stadiorara exactor astiterit Quare hoc dixisse satis
est; in aetatem lnfirmam et iniuriae obnoxiam nemirai deiet
nimiam licere. (1) And this attitade "was prooaoly shared by
all sincere teachers. Horace delights to remember sach gentle
soals:
at paeris olim dant crastala olandi
Joe tores, elementa velint at diseere prima. (2)
(1) In. Or. 1-3-13-17
(2) Horace Sat 1-1-25
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Quintilian also makes the "bodily well-toeing of the pupils
a matter of ooneern on the part of the instructor. Relaxation
is necessary and a prudent number of holidays should be
granted. (Danda est tamen omnibus aliqua est remissio
Itaque et virium plus adferunt ad discendum renovati ac re-
oentes et acriorem animum, qui fere necessitatibus repugnat)fl)
And in this connection Mr. Showerraan offers the following in-
formation:- "There were probably as many as a hundred holidays-
Saturnalia, Lupercalia, Paulia, etc.—and it is likely that
the Roman boy had as many free days as the modern boy, count-
ing the Saturdays and Sundays." (2) Martial, however, warns a
certain teacher not to think of conducting school through the
heat of summer. (3) But in making use of the testimony of a
satirist, it iw well to recall the words of Saint-Be uve in
speaking of Chateaubriand: "I know the race of Rene. When
they are Wretched, they shriek it from the housetops.
When they are happy they lie in the sun and enjoy themselves."
On. the whole, then, we may conclude that sincere teachers
did not overtax the constitutions of growing children and
that the hours of class were adjusted with this policy in
mind. Accordingly, such references as those of Martial (4)
and Juvenal (5) to the practice of beginning classes before
(1) In. Or. 1-3-8-9 (3) Martial Epic X-62
(2) Showerman, Rome and (4) Martial Epic IX-68
Romans pg. 95 (5) Juvenal Sat. VII-225
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daylight can be explained by the f ;.ct that in Italy during
the rainy months of winter, the d rknesa does not dissipate
until lata in the morning.
One further detail remains to be considered: the school-
room and its appointments. On this peint we have no inior-
mation from the pen of Quintilian. However, from wall-paint-
i its and other sources, we -know that classes were held either
in a suitable room in some household or in a "t ; oerna"
rented for the purpose. (1) naturally a teacher receiving
3 per annum tuition fee from his pupils could not oe expected
to maintain ideal sch.ooi-ouartt.rs • The pupils were seated on
wooden benches and the teacher overseered the cl r ss from his
dais. The tools employed were "a ~ax tablet and stylus,
papyrus and pen for the more careful work, the roll wheron
was inscribed the text and its case, and an abacus or count-
ing board." (2) This was the physical classroom into which
thousands of .ioman children were inducted.
In as much as the Ludi Litterarii were privately main-
tained, a fair uestion would je, Why did the ?koman State
never assume control of education and thus open the advantages
of education to all the people? The answer of governmei £?>!
authorities to that question would take this for^: "The
(1) Sandys (ed) Oemp Lat. Stud psf.aZg Of Graves, Hist, of
(2) Showerman ;iome and Romans pgC 92 Ed. Pigs. 7,8
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education of all would be a burden to the state, a hardship
to the poor, an impossibility in the sparsely settled mountain
districts, and a douotful benefit either to the masses them-
selves, who would never exercise their knowledge, or to the
Government • Hfhat the State wants on the part of the many is
strength of arm, skill of hand, industry and obedience, rather
than a knowledge of which they make no practical use." (1)
Such a reply drives us but a partial view of the picture, since
there are other details deserving of attention, which we sub-
join from Mr. Abbott's chapter "Literature and the Common
People of Rone.' 1 "-uvea under the Republic ", he writes, "the
fees which private school teachers charged ''ere so pitiably
small that it must have oeen possiole for children of the
rniuule classes to get an elementary eauc :-t ion . ( 2 ) There is
very fair evidence, too, from Pompeii and from what we hnow
of certain arragnements in the army that the average citizen
could read and write. The election posters whioh we find on
the walls of Pompeii, the trades-men's signs, the announce-
ments of articles lost and found, as well as the large nurruer
of jests and passing thoughts scratched on the stucco oy
loungers do not necessarily imply that the ^ompeian was master
of the art of reading to such an extent that he would enjoy
an epic or a lyr.ic poem, out they at least point to the con-
(1) Showerman, _:ome, and Romans pg. 96
(2) Of. Horace 3at. 1-6-73

elusion that he could read. This state of lit**aey under the
Em .'ire need not surprise us when we rec ll the support which
was given oy many emperors to higher institutions of learning,
and oy many private citizens outside Home to the elementary
schools of their native tens." (l) And since whoever is
literate nuy become educated, if the,,- so desire, I feel con-
strained to add this excerpt: ,T.3ut could books be had by the
average citizen? Copyists had been trained to attain such
speed in writing end slave labor was so cheap, that in the
first century of our era, as Martial tells iz0*
a
the first jo ok
of his poems, which contains about seven hundred lines, could
be had at a sum amounting to thirty or forty cents, ">hile his
Xenia could oe sold for twenty cents. (2). ...But the people
did not have to rely u Don baying books. The fashion of found-
in;; poblie libraries, which was instituted by Pollio in the
reign of Augustus, was taken up oy other rich philanthropists
in later days, so that by Hadrian' 3 time there were no less
than twenty-nine in Home itself, to say nothing of collections
of jooks in the public baths, and the practice adopted at the
capital was probably followed in every considerable town
throughout the Empire." (3) furthermore, we would add this
paradoxical statement: though the State did not subsidize
the educational system, it did make possible the realization
of the ideal of universal education; and it did this by means
fl) Abbott,- 3oc. :.nd Pol. in Home pg. 174 ( 2 ) —PS* 175
i 2) ::art. Bnigj 1-17-16 Xenia 5

of visual education. "The reliefs on the arches of Titus and
Constantine the columns of Trajan end llarcus Aurelius , the
o til tis tra o. e s in tne .sorum, and the museD.ms tilled wicn portrait
sculptures" (1) are examples of this at Rome. "The excellence
of Roman art in the historical relief and in portraiture oi n
oe ha rdly overst / ted • die uli)tare again is a demonstrat i on of
the close connection of Roman art '" : ith life, and especially
the public life." Here were lessons in morality and patriot-
ism which all could grasp. Accordingly, it is not too much
to say that, in practice, elementary education in some or all
Of its branches was universal.
Having reviewed all the evidence set forth in this
division of our paper what estimate of xiornan education ought
to make? .., ..He£l izing that they lacked refined instr cae i
of research, I thiftk we can say that ^uintilian's views on
child psychology and the fundamental learning processes for
the most part were sound; that there was a just appreciation
of the child's rights and, pari passu, the teacaer's duties;
but that there was social indifference to the matter of bring-
ing the oest possioie candidates into the teaching profession,
since there was no ho <e for a decent remuneration held out
to aole and intelligent individuals tiierin. Hence, Quintil-
ian's doctrines were those of a progressive teacher "'ho had
been favored in his career out they were not necessarily the
(1) dhov/erman, Rome and Romans pg. 214
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usual doctrines professed by elementary teachers. Accord!
ly, an impartial estimate forces ua to believe that the stan
dards of Reman elementary education v?ere low*
•#
23.
III. Srfi nana t i c u s
.
L After having attended the elementary school for a period
of from four to five years, the future "or?, tor" was placed in
the charge of a .Trammaticus— a teacher of literature. Gicero
enumerated his duties thus: In grammaticis poltarum pertracta-
tio, historiarum cognitio, verborurn interpretatio, pronuntianai
quidam sonus. (1) Qaintilian, a hundred years later, describes
the office: Haeo igitur professio, cum brevissime in duas partes
dividatur, recte loouendi scientiam et poetarurn enarrationem? (2)
There was no change, then, in the immediate Objectives of this
school over this period of time, Its goal was to introduce
the types into the field of letters wherein he would ooserve the
handling of the twofold logos— thought and its expression--
by those skilled in the art. Accordingly, having the canvas of
life unfolded jefore his eyes, he studied its every light ana
Shadow and thereby came ultimately to an appreciation of
"Huim nitas". And that this goal was ultimately attained we
need not douot for all who have studied Roman civilization find
it possible to speak in some such terms as these: "Man, how-
ever
,
interested the ^omans more then nature, and in psychol-
ogy and morals they acquired knowledge ~;hich made them creators
of the humanities. And that is why they stand not only as
organizers oi social life out, with the Greeks, as teachers of
(1) Oicero De Orat. 1-187
(2) In. Or. 1-4-2
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the huiikn r. ce . " f l)
II or,; the twin objectives mentioned oy Quintilian—correct
speech and interpretation of the poets— admitted of many
r mifications as he goes on to narrate: garnet scrioendi ratio
coniuncta cam loquendo est, et enarrationem praecedit emen-
data leotis, et mix turn his omnibus indicium est...aec poetas
legisse satis est: excutiendum omne scriptorum genus non
propter historias modo sed veroa quae frequenter ins ao auctor
ious sumunt. (£) And so in addition to reading and writing
there was also found on the program spelling, geometry,
astronom. , music gymnastics and elocution, Quintilian devotes
a whole chapter of his v.'ork (3) to such points as he thought
necessary to stress as regards the spelling of words. Then,
too, he affirms that geometry, music and astronomy are needed
to sound out the education of an orator and illustrates at
length the connection of eech ith oratory. (4) Elocution
and gymnastics are naturally included in the program beoau.se
of their realtion to the delivery of an oration. But the
tendency of the times to over emphasize the letter receives
a curt denunciation. (5) Such, then, in brief is the program
which ^uintilian expected the pupil of the grammatious to
follow. That many oojectea to the pursuit of the numoer of
(1) (Jrenier, ,,om. 3 jirit-ljitro . ;./. HIY (£) In. Or. 1-10
(2) In. Cr. 1-4-5-4 (5) In. Or. 1-11-15
(o) In. Or. 1-7
(
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subjects at the one ti.ne, we may gather from the argument
added by Quintilian to the effect that boys are perfectly
capable of studying a number of subjects simultaneously. (1)
In as much as reading was the major study of this school,
an extensive examination of the literature and authors read
should next engage our attention. And of these we shall first
examine the Latin authors. Poets were naturally the prime
favourites and seemed to receive the most consideration since
in the reading thereof the imagination is most actively en-
gaged. Horace tells us what results may be expected;
Os tenerum pueri babumque poeta figurat,
Torquet ab obscaenis iam nunc sermonibus aurem,
Mox etiam pectus praeceptis format amicis,
Asperitatis et invidiae corrector et irae;
Recte facta refert; orientia tempora notis
Instruit exemplis; inopem solatur et segrum. (2)
Quintilian himself states what the reading of epic poetry
will do for a student: Interim et subliraitate heroi carminis
animus adsurgat et ex magnitudine rerum spiritum ducat et
optimis ambuatur. (3)
The standard, however, by which any author is to be
judged when his fitness for school reading is to be decided,
is defined thus: Sed pueris, quae maxime ingenium alant atque
(1) In. Or. 1-10-11 (3) In. Or. 1-8
(2) Horace Ep. II-1-126
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animus augeant, praelegenda. (l) And when judgment is passed
in accordance with this standard Vergil is given first place:
Optime institutum est ut—ab Virgilio lectio inciperet. (2)
The reading of tragedy is useful (utiles) and lyrical poetry
will nourish the mind (alunt); but the genial Horace may well
undergo cutting in places (Horatium nolim in quibusdam inter-
pretari) (3) The elegiac poets are best disregarded entirely
( amoveantur) • The old Latin poets--Ennius
,
Accius, Pocuvius,
Lucillius, Terence—may be of value in enriching the students
vocabulary, (4) and then, Quintilian adds this further commen-
dation: Sanctitas certe et, ut sic dicam, virilitas ab iia
petenda est, auando nos in omnia deliciarum vitia dicendo
quaque ratione defluximus. (5) These are the authors, which
Quintilian would have read by the grammaticus and his charges.
The testimony of other writers, however, is interesting
in this regard. Horace recalls his boyhood dislike of the
Odyssey as translated by Livius Andronicus:
delendaque carmina Livi
Esse reor, nemini nuae plagos urn mihi parvo
Orbilium dictare. (6)
Seutonius records when Virgil was first employed as a school
text: Primusque (dicetur) Vergilium et alios poetas novos
(1) In Or. 1-3-8 (4) In Or. 1-8-11
(t) In Or. 1-3-5 (5) In Or. 1-8-9
(S) In Or. 1-8-6 (6) Hor. Ep. II-1-70
•
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praelegere ooepisse, miod etian Jomiti : Tarsi versicuius indioa
l-lpirota tenellorum nutricula vatum? (j.)
And it is most probable that no poem attained the eminence
of the xleneid as a school text. On the walls of Pompeii,
lines from the Aeneid have reen found which were scratched
thereon b / school-:) 07 s .
Horace waa read at the time of Juvenal who mentions that
his 'Hist adorned many a schoolroom:
quum totas decolor esset
Tlacous et haereret ni^ro fuligo hcroni. (2)
Evidently Horace's own desire in this respect was disregarded
loc quo ''lie te manet, ut pueros el omenta docentem
Occupet e::tremis in vicis baltoa senectus. (3)
l.Iartial maizes a similar statement concerning his o n f^te:
Praeleg?-t at tumidas rauca te voce magister,
Oderit et gran&ls Vi.rgo bonusnue puer. (4)
•3 at i'ersias lii-:ed forward with pleasure to the time when he
would ;je the 3im ject of such study:
Ten cirratorum centum dictata fuisse
Pro nihilo pendas? (5)
Lacan's epic, Phars: iia, was read in the schools shortly
after its publication according to the testimony of Tacitus:
(1) Suetonius Je. Jram. 16 (4) partial ^pie. VIII-3-15
(2) Juvenal Sat. tXUZZ* (5) rersjtis §t t. 1-29
(3) Horace 3p. 1-20-17
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l&cigitur enim iam a'o or- tore etiam poeticus decor... ex Horalii
et Vergilii et Luoani sacrario prolatus. (1) likewise, the
Theoaid was read as Statins himself was able to give notice:
Durabisne procul aominor<ue leger supers tes,
rnihi bissenos malt am vigilata per annos Thebai? (2)
There are also scratched on the walls of Pompeii an.
ample numoer of lines from Ovid, Jfropertias and Tib alias (3)
apon whom c-uintilian frowned, (4-) Although no reference is
made xo Lacretias as a school-author by other writers, Qain-
tilian indirectly refers to his having been stadiea, (5)
During the period which we are reviewing, there was a
aisoate among the literati as to the merits of the older <?nd
the contemporary writers • factions r aicily sprang ap and it
is proo. ble that the authors read in the schools depended
largely on the partisan sentiments of the grammaticus. After
granting that certain excellent features were to oe found in
the writings of ooth classes, I aintilian elected a middle
course and advocated the recrudescence of the Ciceronian and
Virgilian styles. (6)
(1) Tacitus Dial. Or. 2
(2) Statius Thebaid XII-810
[o] ,-xObott, doc. 8p Pol. in
Rome -g?;, 173
(4) In. Or. 1-8-6
(5) In. Or. 1-4-4
(6) In. Or. II-5-21-26
In. Or. X-l-125-31
]?reidlander , Roman Life 8s
Manners Vol. Ill pg. 5
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i>rose writings were bat little read in the schools and Quin-
tilian does not single out any for mention when treating of
texts to be employed by the grammaticus. Bat we Itriow that
Sallust and Livu were the principal prose-authors employed •(!)
They were not made the subject of s detailed historical study.
"The aver- ge Roman school -boy probably left school with a
singularly vague knowledge of his country 1 s past": and the
standard of knowledge drops notably under the empire." (2)
He have am le evidence of this ldwer standard in the fact that
Valerius Ilaximus published a work entitled "Acta et .Dicta
llemor-; oilia" which was intended to spare students of rhetoric
"who wanted to learn the lessons of history, the trouole of
prolonged researches." (3)
The first schools of literature at Rome were est olished
for the study of greek at the time of Home's cultural awaken-
ing (circa 265 B.C.) This OOntact with Greek letters was the
oasis and foundation of the Roman, literary structure as even
Cicero will admit: At vero nos, docti scilicet a Graecia,
haec a pueritia legimus et eaiacimus, hanc eruditionem lioer-
alem et doctrinam putamus. (4) As a result of this, the
Romans clung quite tenaciously to their heritage from Greece.
"This preference for Greek as a literary language was not due
to any lack of Roman patriotism. Oicero himself is never
(1) Abbot, 3oc. Bol. m Homo f3) Gwynn Horn. Ed. pg 172
pg. 173; In. Or. II 5-19 (4) Cicero Tusc. Disp. 11-27
(?) Gwynn nnfi , in . pg . lOo
11
(
c
weary of repeating his admiration for Reman genius, ana his
conviciion that Latin literature would eventually e^ual,
perhaps even surpass Greek literture. (1) Jut Greek with
its wealth of literature in prose and verse and its scien-
tific criticism was the inevitable language for use in the
schools." (2) After the golden period of Latin letters,
Greek naturally did not receive so much attention as formerly.
Luintilian, nevertheless, prefers that the student start this
period of his training with a Greek master (quam-uam Graecum
esse priorem placet) . (5) !2he Greek authors who are mentioned
in the Institutio Oratoria for the consideration of the
grammaticus are Homer, of comedy, especially h'enanaer. (4)
And once more, in choosing from this list the teac er is to
rememoer
:
Ilaximua ouero reverentia debetur.
..e have little evidence from other sources as to what
Greek authors were studied. Ovid mentions, in this connection!
Ilenander:
tabula incundi nulio, est sine amore henandri.
Bt solet hie pueris virginio usque legi. (5)
And Statins, whose father presided over a school at Uaples
—
a city with a large Greek population
—
gives us a rather im-
(1) Cicero, Je. Or, t. 1-10-15; (o) In. Or. 1-4-1
IH-95 (4) In. Or. 1-8-5-7
(2) Gv/ynn Horn. 3d. pg. 94 (5) Ovid. Prist. 11-569

presaive list: Homer, Heaiod, Theocritus, Pindar, Ioycus,
Aloma, 3tesiohorius, Sappho, Oorinna, Oallimachua , Lycophron
and Jophr on . ( 1
)
In teaching the program descried aoove diiiintilian in-
sists that: solid instruction in formal grammar first bo
given and this required the employment of the drill technique.
Tiie interpretation of the authors under consideration was
technically called "historice" and involved setting forth in
an attractive manner the content and artistic exceilexxces of
the author. 3uch a procedure today would fc»e regarded as
"appreciation technique." It certainly entailed much skill
on the part of the teacher, if a love of literature was to
abide with the youth for life: cum gramma tic is amor et us us
lectionis non scholarum temporious , sed vitae apatio termin-
entur) (3) The term "methociice" oay je interpreted as
referring to the explanation of the mechanical artificea
employed by an author which were copied and memorized. (4)
tinder the grammaticus
,
also, the student made his first
attempts at original composition. At the outset he would
merely paraphrase Aesop's faoles in si.-iple style and later
emjellis-iea the redaction. After some experience in this
form of composition, he would pass on to writing aphorisms
( sententiae) , moral essays fchriae) and character delineations
(i) Statins, iilv. II-1-114 (^) in. Or. 1-6-12
•
•j
•
(ethologiae) (i) . The suoject mat or of the aphoristic and
descriptive forms is oovious: of the moral essay type uin-
tilian gives two sample texts: Cn tes, on seeing an ill
n
educated boy, beat his $ae&ag©gasj (1) ".-"ilo, having accus-
tomed himself to carrying a calf every day, endea oy carrying
it when grown to a bull.'' (2) However, it must be borne in
mind that the teaching of the art of writing was primarily
the task of the rhetor and that instruction in only the
simplest forms of eomposition was undertaken by the gramma
-
ticus. In corroboration thereof, we have out to note that
..uintilian devotes a single, short chapter to composition in
the school of literature. (3)
Before concluding our discussion of the middle stage
of the educational process, a few thou nts anent master and
pupil are in order. The grammaticus, if fully capable of
discharging his office, must have jeen a fairly well educated
gentlemm and the recipient of far more respect than the
litterarius. This is partially indicated by the fact that
he could e::act a tuition fee of per annum from his pupils
at the time of Quintilian. (4) Trie boy reme inea under his
tutelage during the early half of the adolescent period,
the most impressionaole years of his life, (a) And, therefore,
(1) In. Or. 1-9-3 (4) Showerman Home & Romans
(2) In. . 1-9-5 . page 198
(3) In. Or. 1-9 (o) In. Or. II-2-3
9
iiis responsibility rendered him an imp ortent agent for good
or for ill so far as the individual and the commonweal v ere
concerned •
The effectiveness of the pro t: a oi' the school of litera
tare herein outlined is difficult to measure. The charge of
narrowness and impracticality c. nnot be asserted since the
Aomans refused to theorize in matters of practical import and
since training in such matters was held to be acraireo. oest
not in the artificial atmosphere of a school but during a
term of apprenticeship (tirocinium) served at the scene of
action. Ana we moderns can hardly complain of this attitude
when we review their magnificent accomplishments under such a
system.
Ailrewise, the charge of unreality is '.vithout oasis. Let
us examine the value of literary study as determined oy a
modem authority, the late Alexander Inglis. He writes,
"..henever we deal with the social -civic aim of secondary edu-
cation we deal with an aim which is general and universal
.
Hence, whatever study contrioutes directly or indirectly to
the attainment of the social-civic aim must be conceived as
offering general and universal values. Here the stuay of
literature is of
.
value in two related way*? fa) it affords
contact with human experienees and humi n conduct in complete
variety; (o) by bringing pupils into contact with the exper-
iences, tradition, conventions, and customs of societ/ it
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possesses great integrating values, fi) "Proo., oly no other
study in the secondary-school program can compete with liter-
ature as a study contributing to the individualistic-avocation
al aim of secondary education. As a universal source of en-
joyment for the utilization of leisure literature affords
universal values which cannot oe neglected." (2) "It must be
constantly in the mind of the teacher of literature that the
values of utilization and appreciation are dominant in that
subject ana that high-school pupils are to oe trained to
utilize and appreciate literature, not to produce it, to de-
come intelligent consumers of literature, not producers nor
yet even literary critics. The former function is general
ii
axid aniversal: the latter is extremely limited and restricted*
To the first two of these three excerpts, the Roman gramme,t-
icus would have assented. To the third Quotation, he would
have taken exception since his own practice (methodic©)
would thereby have merited discard. 3ut such disagreement
would exist only because modern secondary education aims to
serve all the youth of the community whereas the ancient
practice was to reserve it for the few*
Our next consideration, then, must oe how well were the
soci .. 1-civic and individualistic avocational aims carried out
by the Roman grammaticus. The answer to that r aery would
(1) In lis 3ec. M, pg. 438 (3) Inglis oec . Ed* pg 442
(2) Inglis oec. &&• pg. 440
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depend on the teachers, their intelligence and knowledge of
life. And oar belief that there -'ere maiiy possessea of such
qualifications as ensured fulfillment of these aims, the
history of Ro&au social end culture! life justifies.
•
e
IV. Rhetor
Jooks II-IX inclusive of the Institutio Oratorio treat of
"Hiiet orice ana most of the discussion concerns itself with,
purely literary rules and criticisms which do not fall within
our province. In our considera ion of this . option of the
work, therefore, attention "/ill oe focused only on those
chapters which deal with educational theory and procedure.
Quintilia.n defines Rhetoric as the art of speaking well
(bene dicendi scientia) To his mind, then, the art is
threefold as it embraces the thought,, its verbal expression
and its or. 1 ex^resjion. accordingly, we may say that the
immediate objectives of the rhetor were to te ch those under
his charge to think, to express their thoughts in artistic
language and to declaim. —This is not to assert, hov.ever,
that instruction was given in formal logic out ratner in
applied lo : ic •—And the ultimate objective of the rhetor was
to produce the ideal orator: Gum vir ills vere civilis et
puolicarum privatarum-ue reran administration! accomodatus,
qui regere consiliis urbes, fundare legious, emendare indioiis
possit, non alius sit profecto quam orator. (2)
The art of rhetoric was acquired by writing on themes of
carefully graded difficulty and declaiming them. These
(1) In. Or. 11-15-54
(2) In. Or. I ^roem 10
* *
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exercises may be conveniently divideu into t o classes: elemen
tary exercises and declamations properly so called. The
greater amount of "vorlr, by far, was expended on tHe letter
type. (1) Accordingly w,e shall consider the one briefly and
the other at length.
( uintilian lists, as types of elementary themes, marra-
rives, laudatory and denunciatory themes the subject of which
would be some historical character, commonplaces, that is a
composition praising a virtue or condemning a vice, thesfie
and the praise or denunciation of law&* It will be noticed
t at these subjects naturally follow those studied under trie
grammaticus . -he narratives concern : d themselves with ac-
counting some historical episode (2) or mythological adven-
ture. (3) sometimes, however, the credibility of the incident
was made the subject of a pt per as "was .Scipio b-e otter: by a
serpent", or "was homulus sac-aled oy s she-wolf," f4) 3ub-
jects for panegyric could be found in abundance in the '^acta
et Dicta Memorabilia of Valerius I'aximus . A "thesis" would
oe written on "which is preferable, town or country life,"
"Is a puolic c.reer the proper object of ambition." (5)
A conjectural theme would de-1 with the question, "Vihy is
fl) In. Or. II-4-1 (4) In. Or. II-4-19
(2) In. Or. II-4-io (5) in . Cr . II-4-24
(3) iuch as are treated by Ovid
in his Metamorphoses

Cupid believed to oe a winded boy armed with arrows ana a
torch?" (1)
before proceeding to our discussion of the declarations,
a word on the practices, which L-,u mtilian advises to Je em-
ployed in teaching elementary exercises is in order. He in-
sists that the subjects chosen possess intrinsic interest for
the student (Interim admonere satis est, ut sit ea neoue
arida prorsus atrue ieiuna—nam quid opus erit -Studiis laboris
imp3ndere, si res nudas at ue inornatas indicare satis vider-
velim, ut teneras adhuc mentes more nutricum mollius alant
et satiari velut ^uodam itlcundioris discijlinae lacte pati-
antur.) (3) Achievement must oe emphasized and failure point-
ed out with kindliness and reason, jleness • (lucundus ergo
turn maxime deoet esse praeceptor, ut remedia, ^uae alioqui
natura sunt aspera molli manu leniantur; laudare ali' ua,
ferre quaedam, mature etiam, reddita ccur id fit ratione
illuminare interponendo aliruid sui.) (4) The supervision of
wor-: should be of such character as to prevent any waste, of
effort and encourage self-reliance (namque inci.;ientious dan-
da erit velut praeformata materia secundum cuiusoue vires;
at cum sates composuisse sese ad exemplum videountur, orevia
et ur . ( 2
)
^uin ipsis quo r, ue doctor ib us hoc ess e curae
i (1) In. Or. II-4-26 (4) In. Or. II-4-12
(2) In. Or. I I -4-3
(3) In. Or. II-4-6
1t
t
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quaedam demonstranda vestigia, quae persecuti iam suis virions
sine adminiculo progredi possint. Ilonnunouam credi sioi
ipsos oporteoit, ne mala coiisuetudine semper alienum laborem
seotiendi nihil per se oonari et quarere sciant.) (1) The
memory should not oe overtaxed WitB useless exercises. (2)
Individual differences should be noted and the courses of
Writing differentiated with these in view. (5) And lastly
failure and discouragement on the part of students must be
warded off (Ham sunt haec duo vitanda prorsus: unum ne temptes
quod effici hcflfpossit, alteram ne ab es, r-uod uis optime
fucit, in aluid ad quod minus est idoneus, transferas.) (4)
..lien the student the Writing of suasoniee and controver-
sice, he began the study of rheto. ic in its narrow sense.
Now, daring the earl;/ period of the empire, oratory and,
therefore, rhetoric met •vith evil times. "There no longer
existed any material to enkindle the fires of elo-uence
.
Order and piece and ejaiet—even if the uiet of a cemetery
—
now prevailed at Rome in the place of the former fierce
rivalries and contentions of parties and party-leaders. And
soon despotism on the one hand and its counterpart servility
on the other attained such proportions as to stifle all noole
and high spiritual thought and action." (5) The Romans them-
(1) In. Of, II-5-5 (3) in. or. II-8-7-1S
(2) In. Or. II-7 (4) in . Or. II-8-14
(5) oimonds, Elder 3eneca pg. II
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selves "/ere r, uite aware of this as Tacitus oe. rs witness;
Quid enii.i opus est longis in senate, sententiis, cum optiai
cits consentient? £,uid aultes apiid contioni'jus cum de re
publica non imperita et multi deliaerent. sed sapientiEs4mus
et unus? fl) Small wonder, then, if oratory be©ante an amuse
-
• ment to engage the dilettanti and matter became wholly sub-
jected to form. fTnlgas quooue adsistentiam et adfluens et
vagus auditor adsuevit iam exigere laetitiam et pulchritudi-
nem orctionis; nec MAgis perfert in iuciciis tristea et ira-
plexam antiquitatem ruarn si nuis in scaena Roscii aut Turpion-
is Amoioii expriaere gestus velitl" (2) It is, however to
Quint ilian's lasting credit that he fought against such ten-
dencies and resisted their ooaat&miiiating the schools of rhet-
oric, l.'indful of the part oratory played in guiding the desti-
nies of Seise, he advocated that rhetorical training be made a
real preparation for life and its tj.ie.ies chosen with this end
in view: 3o quidem res ista culpa docentiua receive t, lit inter
praecipuas quas corruaperent eloruentiam causas licentia atque
inscitia declamc ntium fuerit—3icuter;;o et ipsae aateriae,
quae fingent ur, quam siaillimae ver.i.tatis, et aeclamatio, in
quantum maxime potest, imitetur eas actiones, in quarua ex*
ercitationem reperta est. (3) —:;am si foro non praeparat
aut scenicae ostentation! aut fariosae vociier&tione similli-
(1) Tacitus, Dial. Orat . 41
(2) _t.acjL.tus, .Dial . Crat.
( ..,) In. r. I
.
-
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main est. (1) Jut the fates had decided otherwise ma his ad-
vice went unheeded.
Let as now see this decay in rhetoric for ourselves oy
examining the subjects chosen for declamation. The suasoriae
were exercises based on a deliberative proposition. "The suo-
jects of the Suasoniae were more historic*. 1 and for that
reason were less popular (than the cpntroversiae ) (2) The
fact that oeneca only gives examples of seven suasoriae may
be taken as indicative of tnis.
•Suasoriae typical of those employed in the schools are
mentioned by Quintilian. "Whether Philip should give or re-
store Ualanessus . " (o) "./hether statues should be erected
only in honor of those ambassadors who perish by the sword. "(4)
"./'nether the Iamthus can be cut through—the Pontine drained--
a harbor constructed at Ostia."' (5) "whether Alexander is
likely to find land beyond the ocean." (6) "..hether Aome is
ever likely to conquer Carthage*," "Whether llannio .1 will re-
turn to Africa or Jpain if dcipio transports his army thither."
(7) "..hether the senate should deliver the JPabii to the Gauls
when the latter threaten war. 1 "..hether Caesar should persist
in the invasion of lermany when his soldiers on all sides i re
making their wills." (8) The perplexities of Hannibal , Alex-
(1) In. Or. I 1-10-8 (5) In. Or. III-8-1G
.
(
Z) >;ynn Rem . M . pg .160 ( 6 ) I . id
.
(5) In. Or. III-8-5 (7) In. Or. 111*8-17
LU Ijia » ^ ( 8 ) Tn i Or TIT-fl-l'-i
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amder and Cicero were the favorites of the schoolboys. (1)
The most popular type of declamation was undoubtedly the
"controversia"—a forensic or judicial theme. (2) numerous
themes of this type are mentioned by Quintili; n in the course
of his work, oeneca has left us a book entitled "Oontroversiae
et Oolores" wherin are lo be found the subject im.tter of
seventy-four exercises. And we li ve, also, specimens in the
"Declamationes" of E seudo-Quintilian and in the writings of
Oalpurnius ^lacc us
•
Of the c ontroversiae upon which (..uintilian touches in
passing, the followin- are good examples • (a) A certain man
has spent his patrimony on public works. But the law is that
he, who has spent his patrimony, shall not be allowed to addresi
the people. 3hould this man, however, be allowed to address
them? (5) (b) Anuntius, a soldier, killed the tribune Lusius
for assaulting his honor. Is it ri^ht that a man should be
killed if unoondemned or a tribune by a soldier? (4) (c) It
is laid down by law that he who refuses to defend his father
when accused of treason, thereby loses his right to inherit.
Can a son deny that he is liable to this penalty unless his
father is acquitted? (5) (d) A man took from the temple money
which was private property. Bid he commit a sacrilege? i 6)
fl) Vide Juvenal 3at
. X-166 (d) In. Or. I £1-11-15
oat. 711-161 (4) in . r . 111-11-14
.jeneca Suas I-IV-VI-VII (5) in . Qr . y-10-107
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(e) A debauched character is accused of parricide on the
ground that he saia to his father, "You have rejuked me for
the It. st time." Did such language imply the intention to
kill? (1) (f) Tie father of two le.5itinu-.te sons g ve one in
adoption, disinherited the other and acknowledged an illigit-
imate son, who was jorn to him later, finally, after making
the disinherited son his heir he died. All three sons lay
cl. lim to the property. (2) This last example Q&intiXian dev-
elops at length oy statin;; die la' : involved and the arguments
which may oe introduced in behalf of each of the sons.
But for a really vivid £:>icture of the debates of the
rhetorical schools, we must turn to oenecai
"Acquaintance with the system represented in his collec-
tion of Controversiae et ouasoriae is indispensable for an
appreciation ox the position and prospects of orators reflect-
ed in ^uintili-.n 1 s treatise and Tacitus' dialogue. Jut
Seneca's work is mucn more than an illuminating introduction
to works about oratory: it constitutes the great exemplar of
the Roman rhetorical education In operation, which must be
grasped in order to estimate the styliatic merits or demerits
of verse ana prose in the Silver, A ;e • " (3)
Oi the seventy-four themes developed in his work, thirty
(1) In. Or. V-IO-47
fZ) In. Or. III-C-S7-103
(3) Duff, Hist, of oilv . Lat. pg« 43
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treat of criminal action, twenty-six are oased on civil
action and eighteen deal with actions affecting the political
or social status of art individual. There are twenty-nine
different charges for adjudication, of which disinherit ! nee
is the point at issue in nineteen themes. As regards the
side-issues involved ( that is, "with what the action is con-
cerned")
,
fifteen controversial touch on adultery, rape, and
incest; pirttes, valiint men, poor and rich, step-mother and
step -children, and tyrants and tyranicide$ each form the side-
issue in an average of five debates* (1) In the works of
rseuao-^uintilian and Calpurnius Fliacc&g eleven themes on the
same subjects as Seneca are to be found and sixteen themes
may oe closely paralleled*
A typical case (from iSeneca) with disinheritance the
point at issue is as follows: A certain man had t"o sons,
one virtuous ana the other a rake. He disinherited the
latter. The former while travelling in a strange land was
capturea by pirates. He appealed to his father to ranSom him.
".Vhile the father dallied, his disinherited brother came to
his rescue. Accordingly, on his return he adopted his orother.
POT that the father disinherited him too. (2) This is also
an example of a theme developed from the action of pirates.
A controversia dealing: with a tyrant should also oe quoted:
A certain adulterer on being surprised by a tyrant, wrested
(l)jimonds, 3dder Sendee1 pg.69,70 (2) Seneca Con. III-3

the latter 1 s sword from him and killed him. 7..e sought a re-
ward for this; his ri lit to the regard was questioned. (1)
By way of contrast we quote the following which affords op-
portunity for lauding: the valiant mf n: Jk certain man dis-
inherited his son who did not question his father's action.
Later the youth distinguished himself on the field of battle
and asked as a reward that he might be allowed to return to
his father's house. The request vas not .ranted, afterwards
the father himself won glory, and asked his son to return to
him. !The son refused. (2)
It is to oe observed that the barest details—rather
fi-r-f etched at that—were presented for the ?riter to build
upon. " The aim of all this unreality and vagueness was to
leave free scope few? the proffessor ' s imagination. Only the
bare minimum of fact was supplied him in the plot. The res*-
1 s, conventions, locality, secondary personages, scenery
and so forth—he "as free to invent and these auditions to
the traditional ^lot .7 ere aiown as coiores: a ne.v color was
as loudly applauded as a brilliant sententia • The result
was inevit ale . .no serious argument was possible on such
fantastic themes, and declamation became a mere competition
in extravagance." (3) Evidence of this is to be found in an
(1) Seneca Oontrov. IV-/
(2) jeneca Joatrov. YIII-5
(d>) Swynn Rom. 3d. pg. 163

examination of the colores and sententiae which oenecc. records,
as the inventions of the famous rhetors of his d-j. Hot was
this tendency toward extravagances unnotices by the Romans, foi
ouetonius writes: Veteres co-itrovorsic.e aut ex veritate ac re,
si qua forte recens accidisset itaqae locorum etiam appella-
tionious additis proooni solebani, sic certe collectai editae-
que se haoent, ex qaibttS non alienum fuerit unarn et alteram
exempli causa ad verb urn referre, (1) And in this connection the
remarks of II. 3ornec^; ue are not uninteresting. "II y a pins':
eomme l'e'crit .'. 3oissier, L'eleve apprensit a defendre les
aoapables aussi oien qu'a sauver les innocents; toutes les
matieres eftaient indistinctement traitetes, et, cemme on n'atta-
cha.it de prix qa'a la difficult^ vainoue, plus la cause etait
mauvaise, plus on trouvait glorieux &*y reusslr. Les el eves
quittaieiit leurs maitres avec une certaine aptitude a parler
sur tous les suiets et une tend' nee secrete a" preferer les
plus scsoreux, qui faisaient bien plus briller leur talent.
pour les mieux exereer, lea deux eaasas contraires. lis les
soutenaient successiveaent 1 1 Line et I 1 autre evao la tneme indif-
labit de de faire plaider aux jeunes gens,
ference, trouvant tou.jonrs quel~ue chose a dire, gracs aux ver-
ites g^neralss ~ui fournissent oomplaisafflaaait des raisons pour
tout, et qttand iss avaient egalement reussi duns les deux plaid
oiries ooposees ils en concluaient "ue le sajet par lai-meme
(1) Suet. Hhet. I
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n'a aucune lMportance et que l'art coxisiste uniquement a
trouver a oi*o jos de ^*oi3"fc des arguments in re^nioox s"fc de relies
phrases. L 1 eloquence des delateure est pent-^tre sortie de
cette education oratoir'. " tl)
oratory. : r t rhetoric as a soienoe was not indigenous • "The
Ionian mind tinH'ce the Grreek did not instinctively conceive
as a citizen, weighty by piety and years of office, who has
3
,
dignity hardly less than the value of his hearers' tj-.ue, en-
joins a gregnant and severe conciseness." (2) «»ith the
Zellenization of PiOme, however, came PJietoric and the Ionian
attitude so changed that "rhetoric refused to recognize ariy-'
reality but the word, which was stranger than facts, stranger
than truth, the mistress of verisimilitude.. For its devotees,
the word was truly the principle of all things. The rhetors
were the empirics of eloquence." (3)
uQ have already s tc ted the position of tiuintilian with
regard to the new Rhetoric. Jut wh: t thought Jeneca—senior
and Junior—of it? 3oth father and son recognized its super-
ficiality. The elder wrote, "Omnia ingenia, quae lucem studiis
fl) :Jornecnue, 3on. et 3uas. pg .XXIII (4) oeneca Jon. I praef 7
(£) Je'jb, Attic Orat.II, pg. 446
(3) (Jrenier, ^om. Spirit pg. 212
••
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nostris attulerunt, tunc (i.e. flglrca Gieeronem) nata sunt.
in deterius deinde cotidie dt^ta res est." And his jon, Seneca
the philosopher wrote: Quemadomodum ocQEtiotm rerum sic Litter-
arum quo^ue intemperantia laboramus: non vitae sed scnolae
discimus. (l)
modern critics, however, have found certain features of
the new rhetoric worthy of commend;, tion. Ilr. Duff writes,
"The rhetorical training maintained in the empire a high
Standard of ability in the use of language. This was not its
sole advantage. Declaimers were not, as a rule, politicians
but the declamations afforded a safe outlet for a certain
amount of s.ociil criticism and even a certain amount of repuo-
lie an feelingl Some of the themes, we have seen, gave the
mind the satisfaction, of entering upon mildly romantic adven-
tures. The, very fact tfoat the law assumed in a case was not
the actual law of .come aided the growth of a new sentiment of
equity, further, there was ethical v;-.lue in the moral and
humane reflections of an experienced declai or, while the
attac>s E&ade u>on luxury and riches were in keeping with a
literary exaltation of the poor and the humjie, which implied
a oroadenin^;; conception of the ^orth of the individual. To
suppose that declamations produced merely expert phraseology
and did not stimulate thought is a profound mist. (2)
And writing in a similar vein, -.. 3orne ue
(1) Seneca Epp. 0VI-1E
[Z) Duff, Lit. Hist, of Silv . Lat . pg.59
•
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says, "Cependant tout n'est pas a blamer dafta ie3 declamations;
ce serait etre in juste ue de ne pas signaler leurs oons
cStes, aprafl avoir insistidt sur ee u'elles ont a ^porte de
mauvais pour les intelllgencaa et les cartcteres. D'abord,
en s'adressant surtout ft 1 1 imagination, en donna at, comme
matieres des controverses , des aventures compliquees et
romanesques , en s'efforcant d'interesser l'auditoire oar des
tajleaux de moears, les deelamateurs ont fc.it apparaltre
Rouje la forme breve da reman: la nouvelle, que I 1 on ne trouve
pas avant eux. Aussi le su~"et d'un grand nomore de Controv-
erses a-t-il ete repris dans les Gesta Romanorum, traduits
eux-memes dans le Violier des Ilouvelles francaises, ^ui date
du XII® siecle, Puis, en distinguant' soigne usement, daua ie
plan, le droit et l'equite, ils se sont assoaies aa mouvement
~ui, aux environs de l'ere chretienne, remplace l'idee jus que
la exclusive et etroite que l'on se faisait du droit prive
par une conception plus large et ;lus humaine: ils s 1 el event
contre ce qu' il y a de trop aosolu dans les oouvoir du pare
et de trop strict dans la justice. lis ont un -ideal tres
eleve, fonde sur le respect de la dignite liumaine et sur
1* amour, qui doit unir les families comme les nations." (1)
(l) aornecue, Jontrov . et 3uas pg. XXIV
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ilow if, in declaiming controversi'.e , trie classroom did
take on the aspect of a court-room, the rhetor must have had
ideal conditions under which to employ the socialized recita-
tion teciini^ue. ^uintilian disapproves Of uncontrolled dis-
cussion and praise of declamations bp the pupils. (1) On the
other hand, he conceives the teacher as dominating rather
than directing the discussion. (2) Jut possibly the golden
mean was often attained. And if so, such a practice could
not :>ut be oeneficial to the students.
what is to oe our final esti.a.-te of the training of the
rhetor, we ©armot close our eyes to the value of the consci-
ous intellectual effort which compostion requires nor to the
facility of thought which it must give oecause of the mastery
of language, the instrument of thought, which it demands. On
the other hand, however, we have found that an uncritical
attitude was encouraged lith rep _m to the correctness of the
thoughts embodied in the decl -.motions, and that a mere show
of rhetoric was made the goal of the orator, accordingly,
the training givem by the rhetor was pernicious in so far as
both the student and society were concerned. In justice to
the Romans j however, we should reaffirm that they were con-
scious of their own failings in tnis regard.
(1) In. Cr. I 1-2 -9
(2) In. ftp. I 1-2-
6
i#
V . B o1 i t i or HOmani t a s .
The formal euuc lion of § Remap, aia not necessarily cease
with the training of the rhetor. Many young men went to
Greece for advanced stuay along the same lines, if the pecun-
iary means were available. Others enrolled themselves in the
classes of philosophers either at home or abroad. But a
larger group entered upon a term of apprenticeship (tirocinium! 1
with some pleaaer or politician and thus came into contict
with the pressing problems of life. (1) "The attendance on
some man actually engaged in the Forum brought knowledge of
content as well as form, it even performed the functions of
a course at law by use of what may ue callea an applied "case
s. stem." That is to say the young apprentice could help in
working up the brief, could take notes in court of the manner
and method of his precepto?.: 1 s comments on all phases of the
case, oo also he would attend in the Feram when political
speeches 'were made, imbibing the secrets of mob psychology,
while observing the style and delivery of the speaker. It
was in this way that _:ome 1 s great political men were trained
for their work;' (£) A discussion, however, of this special-
ized, x^rofessional training lies outside the scope of ahis
paper
.
Under the heading, x'olitior Humanitas, then, we shell
(1} Cicero, De Amic . 1-1
(2) Frank, History of Rome pg. 314
Boston University
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briefly discuss the development and informal study which
should form, in part, the life program of the orator. Through-
out the Institiitio Oratoria, the author often quotes or aijpeal^
to the authority of the De Oratore of Cicero. Accordingly
when he comes to this period of education, he manifests the
influence which the teaching of Cicero had upon him • And this
we may easily discern for ourselves jy examining the doctrine
of Cicero on the siujcct.
How he held that the or- tor v,as not merely one who traf-
ficsd in words out one who brought to his hearers the wisdom
of all tines. :e and not rhetoric was the ooiect of the
oratorfa study. "Etenim ceterae fere artes se ipsae per se
tuentur singulae, oene dicere autem. • .non hahet definitam
ali^uam regionem, cuius termini s saepta teneatur: omnia in
hominum disceptationem cadere possunt, bene sunt ei dicenda,
qui -hoc se posse profitetur, aut eloquentiae nomen relinruen-
dum est." (1) And this largeness of vision would je the in-
spiration of the orator and richly endow his words with elo-
quence: Kerom enim oopia veroorum copiim gignit. (2) Infor-
mal study and general reading, therefore, should serve to
broaden and deepen the or- tor's feelings and sympathies to-
ward his fellow men.
tiUintilian expresses a similar doctrine: Hum ergo
(1) Cicero De prat* II-5
(2) Cicero De . Orat. IIi-125
f
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dabitim est, ruin ei velut opes sint quaedam parandae, quibus
uti, abicumqae desideratum erit, possit, fifte constant copia
rerum ao verb ordm. fi) Jut the object of such stud;/ will not
be the "huminit: s" of Cicero, rather it will be the acquire-
ment of a distinguished vocabulary for he goes on to write:
3ed res propriae sunt cuiusque causae aut panels communes,
verba in universas paran&a. And to insure such preparation,
the imitation (in writing) of selected passages from the
jreat writers is advocated, (2) Commenting on this doctrine
of Quintilian and its departure from the Ciceronian positon,
Ir, (jwynh writes, "Compared with those portions of the De
Oratore in which Cicero describes his politior humanitas, the
literary counsels of the great schoolmaster are too obviously
reminiscent of the class-room, Year after year, quintilian 1 s
pupil has sat on the benches listening to the lectures of the
grammat i c u s . rhetor and every otner professor of trie pueriles
institutio. How that his freedom is in sight he is bidden
tal:e up his boolss again: tablet in hand—for quintilian does
not neglect even that detail ( 3} he is to reread his classics
criticize and compare one v: ith another, above all busy him-
ii
self with the imitation of their style, Studendum vero semper
et uoinue, That is Quintilian s final word of advice, and
he promises "to the faithful student as the noble reward of
(1) In. Or. X-l-5 U)In. Or* X-i- SO
(2) in. Or. 2-2
f
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his labors: "the power of delivering a well balanced, well
phrased fluent speech, on any ordinary subject with a min-
imum of preparation. (1)
Quint ilian, however, was deeply conscious of the one great
need of his time to wit the need of men of upright character.
(2) And so he stresses, to an extent undiscovered in Cicero,
the necessity of character development. He recommends ac-
quaintance with all schools of philosophy, (3) he demands
strict adherence to none. But altho he was aware of the
affinity existing between morality and noble living, he has
no word to Bay in behalf of a vitalizing, religious idealism
which would be capable of energizing the souls both of
children and of men in their struggle for the upright life.
His message, therefore, did not manifest a compelling force
so far as the men of his day were concerned.
Note: Many Romans, as we stated above, went to Greece for
graduate study f The two university cities in which they most
frequently took up residence were Athens, the center of
Hellenic culture, and Rhodes.
The studies, which they pursued, were rhetoric and phil-
osophy. Rhetoric, as a science with divisions and subtle
distinctions, was originated and brought to a high degree of
perfection by the Greeks. The course in Greek rhetoric did
fl) Gwynn Rom. Ed. 242
(2) In. Or. XII-1
(3) In. Or. XII-2
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not differ essentially from the Latin course which we have
already examined in detail. (1)
The only field of philosophy to which the Romans made
any contribution, was Ethics. They had no theories of know-
ledge nor of final causes, Accordingly, training in philos-
ophy was to be had only from the Greeks. And since the cul-
tured Roman felt it necessary to round out his education with
a knowledge of philosophy, he usually studied in Greece the
system of one or several philosophical schools Stoic,
Epicurean, Academic, or Peripatetic.
The notable feature of Greek higher education was the
type of university life. The pupils of a sophist formed,
what we would call, a fraternity, into which new members
were initiated from time to time and in which there existed
a strong esprit de corps. Between many instructors and their
charges was to be found a tutorial relationship. And, too,
we should note, the students of those days had their distinc-
tive academic gown. Hence, the Roman attending a Greek
university came to know well the charms of "college life". (2)
(1) Walden, Univ. of Ancient Greece pg. 195
(2) Op. Cit. pg. 29 6
-
VI. Conclusion.
In as much as »e have reviewed at length the ecUieational
theory and practice of the Romans, by way of conclusion we
shall merely stress the outstanding features which must enter
into our appraisal. „e found a rood basic psychology of child
learning and child nature whieh would insure sound pedagog-
ical practices .mt we were forced to conclude -that this 'mow-
ledge probably was not widely diffused among elementary school
teachers. r'he aims, program and methods of the grammatic us
were adjudged to be lioeral and, above all, beneficial to
both the student and society. The same could not je said
for the training of the rhetor since his program was by
virtue of general practice divorced from reality and the needs
of life; and although certain benefits have been reaped oy
posterity from the work of the rhetorical schools, neverthe -
less they were not found to be among the conscious aims of
the rhetor but an unintended by product, *Ve also found that
the pursuits outlined for the orator lacked that largeness
of vision and sympathy which had characterized them c-t an
earlier period. And lastly we did not discover a concept of
education such as would ent ; il the proportionate development
of soul and mind and body—the ideal concept of the Greeks
and, likewise, the modern ideal concept.
11
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